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This invention relates to game apparatus and more par 
ticularly to apparatus by which the game of football may 
be played on a game board in accordance with actual 
football strategy and tactics. 
The game of football evokes great interest on the part 

of sports fans and the public in general, and accordingly 
many attempts have been made to produce a successful 
simulation of this game by way of game boards and as 
sociated apparatus. For the most part, such games only 
vaguely resemble the actual game of football, in that they 
employ a simulated football field and follow rudimentary 
football rules. While such games may be interesting «to 20 
those having little knowledge of the actual football game, . 
their failure to provide :the opportunity to use the strategy 
and tactics employed in actual football leaves most true 
football fans unsatisfied. A primary defect of such prior 
art games is that the element of chance plays too great 
a part in the determination of the Winner. 
The lfootball vgame of the present invention satisfies 

the needs of both lle neophyte football fan and the con 
noisseur of actual football. By virtue of its construction, 
real football strategy and -tactics are easily applied. The 
six determinative factors of football, namely-defensive 
formation, offensive play, yard line position of the ball, 
lateral position of the ball, side of center of the play, and 
eíiiciency of execution of the play, are taken into con 
sideration, and the element of chance determines only the 
last factor. iEac‘h player is rewarded in accordance with 
his ability to choose the most suitable offensive plays and 
defensive formations at diiferent times as the game pro 
gresses. 

Accordingly, it is a principal object of the invention 
to provide a unique football game. 
A further _object of the invention is to provide a foot 

ball game which allows the application of actual foot 
ball strategy and tactics and in which the element of 
chance is held in its proper perspective. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a foot 
ball garne which allows the players to select different 
defenses and offensive plays as lthe game proceeds and 
which rewards each player in accordance with -his skill 
in selecting the proper move. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide a 

football game which allows the matching of different 
teams having characteristic attributes. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
football game which incorporates statistical information 
based on actual football play. 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 
football game in which a simulated playing íie‘ld is struc 
turally related to indicia containing cards. 
A still furtherobject of Íthe invention is to provide a 

football game in which la simulated playing iield is 
structurally related -to cards displaying statistical infor 
mation correlating various offensive plays and defenses 
based upon actual football experience, such information 
taking into consideration the offensive play chosen, the 
defensive formation chosen, the yard line position of ̀ the 
ball on the field, the efliciency of execution of the play, 
and if desired, the lateral position of the ball and the side 
of center to which the play is executed. 
An additional object of the invention is -to provide a 

football game in which a simulated playing ñeld is struc 
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turally related to a card containing kick-off return and 
iield goal information. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a foot 
ball game of the aforesaid type which may incorporate a 
mechanical kicking device when desired. 

Briefly, the game apparatus of the present invention 
includes a simulated football field game board having 
yard line markers corresponding to those employed in 
actual football. The board may be provided with minia 
ture goal posts, a simulated football playing piece, down 
and score indicating devices, a period indicator, a num 
ber of plays indicator, and ten yard measuring devices. 
In a preferred form a set of defensive cards is employed, 
each card representing a particular defense and having 
longitudinal columns containing statistics for particular 
offensive plays. The longitudinal columns are divided 
into transverse columns structurally related to yardage 
Zones of the football field. ln one preferred embodiment, 
each transverse column has Width equal to the width of 
the ten yard zones as delineated on the playing ñeld. 
When a defensive card is placed beside the simulated 
playing field, the »ten yard markers of the vboa-rd are 
aligned with the corresponding transverse column de 
lineations on the card. In a simplified preferred em 
bodiment the cards are divided into ya lesser number of 
transverse columns corresponding to zones on the board. 
Each transverse column on the defensive cards is divided 
by ïintersection with the longitudinal columns into blocks 
corresponding to the various offensive plays, and each 
block contains statistical information associated with 
index characters which may be selected by a chance de 
vice. In another preferred embodiment a separate deck 
of defensive cards is employed for each yardage zone on 
the board, each card of each deck displaying statistical 
information associated with index characters for a single 
defense and a plurality of offenses. IOther cards are pro 
vided to supply kick-off return, field goal, punt return, 
kick-off, and eXtra point information. A card 4for the 
selection of offensive plays and a mechanical kicking de 
vice may also be included. 

For a more complete understanding of the invention 
and an elucidation of the foregoing and other objects of 
the invention, reference is made to the following detailed 
description of the invention together with the accompany 
ing drawings wherein: 
FIGURE l illustrates a simulated football ñeld game 

board together with a typical defensive card of one em 
bodment aligned with the game lboard, and an offensive 
play selection card, the board and the cards being illus 
trated in positions that they would occupy during the 
actual playing of the game; 
FIGURE l2 illustrates enlarged sections of such typi 

cal defensive cards as related to fragmentary sections of 
the game board; 
FIGURE 3 illustrates a card displaying kick-olf return 

and ’field goal information arranged in zones structurally 
related to zones of the game board and also displaying 
kick-off and extra point information together with the 
rules of the game; 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a punt return card constructed 

in accordance with the teachings of the invention; 
FIGURE 5 illustrates in perspective a typical mechani 

cal kicking device and simulated ball which may be em 
ployed in playing the game; ~ f 

EIGU RE 6 illustrates a typical block_taken from a de 
fensive formation card and including statistics categorized 
in accordance with the lateral position of the ball and the 
side to which the play is executed; 
FIGURE 7 illustrates a modified form of defensive 

card; and 
FlGURE 8 illustrates still another form of defensive 

card. ` 
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Referring to `FIGURE l, reference numeral l@ desig 
nates a simulated football field game board, which may 
be constructed from fiberboard, for example, and which 
may have a decorative colored facing imprinted in ac 
cordance Iwith the actual characteristics of a football field. 
Thus, the face of the board may be green and may be de 
lineated in white. The board has end zones l2, ten yard 
markers A14, one yard hash marks ld (preferably at both 
the center and sides of the tield), and simulated goal posts 
1'8. The goal posts may be separable from the board, and 
may be formed from plastic rods which can be inserted 
into suitable holes in the board. Ten yard measuring de 
vices 20, which may be formed from plastic strips or a 
length of chain between two posts, are also provided. 
These devices may be intenñtted with the board so as to 
slide along the edges thereof, or may be entirely separate 
therefrom. 

‘In the form of the game board illustrated, each end of 
the board is provided with a chance controlled device 
22 and a series of indicator wheels ‘24, 26, y23. 
chance controlled devices may be simple arrow spinners 
which overlie dials having index characters along their 
peripheries, The characters may be numbers ranging, for 
example, from l to 5, l to l0, or l to 20 depending upon 
the number of variations desired, and the numbers on 
the dials need not be consecutive. As will appear more 
fully hereinafter, certain of the numbers may differ in 
color. The chance controlled devices illustrated are 
merely typical, «and as the description of the invention 
proceeds, it will be appreciated that other chance devices 
such as dice may be employed. 
The indicator wheels illustrated may be employed for 

different purposes. For example, wheels 24 may indicate 
the down and wheels 2‘6 and Z8 may indicate the score. 
Additional wheels may be provided to indicate the quarter 
and the number of plays completed. The construction 
of the indica-tor wheels forms no part of the present in 
vention, and in fact the indicating apparatus may be en 
tirely separate from the board, or may be constituted by 
pencil and paper, if desired. lIn a preferred embodiment 
of the board, the indicator wheels are physically mounted 
beneath end portions thereof, the wheels extending be 
yond the ends of the board so that they may be gripped, 
and Ibeing viewed through appropriately placed slots in 
the board. 
A playing piece 3l) is utilized to indicate the position of 

the ball on the playing field. This piece may simulate 
an actual football but preferably is provided with pointed 
projections 3.1 so that the position of «the ball vvith respect 
to the yard- line markers can be accurately determined. 
Yard line indicia is preferably placed at both lateral ex 
tremities of the board. The miniature football 3i) may 
be entirely separate from the board, but if desired, may 
be constituted by a marker physically attached to- and 
movable along the board. 

`In the playing of the game, the players are located on 
opposite sides of the board as indicated by positions A 
and B. The player representing the team on offense 
is provided with an offensive play card designated by 
reference numeral 3.2. This card has a plurality of blocks 
37 designating the lvarious offensive plays, such as, off 
tackle, long pass, end run, short pass, and draw play. As 
many additional offensive plays may be provided as de 
sired, and the blocks representative of the various plays 
need not be arranged in a single row as illustrated, but 
may form several rows, for example. A play marker 31E., 
which also may be in the form of a miniature football, »is 
preferably utilized by the offensive team to designate the 
play chosen foria particular down. Sub-blocks 33 and 
3'5 may be provided in each block 37 to designate the side 
of center to |which the play is to be executed. iln place 
of card G2 and marker 34, the offensive player may be 
provided with a separate card for `each offensive play. 
Each card may display a diagram of the corresponding 
play and a description of its execution. With this ar-y 
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nl 
rangement one of these cards may be placed beside the 
board to indicate a choice of that play. 
The player representing the team on defense is pro 

vided with a deck of defensive cards, one of which in 
accordance with one embodiment is designated in FlG~ 
URE l by reference numeral 36. This card represents 
an 8-3 defense, but similar cards are provided for the 
other possible defenses. In a preferred form of the inven 
tion the defensive cards are exactly as long as the playing 
field board. Each card is divided into a series of longitu 
dinal columns 33 corresponding, respectively, to the vari 
ous offensive plays designated on card 32. These plays 
are preferably imprinted on one end of each defensive 
card as illustrated. lEach defensive card is also divided 
into a plurality of transverse columns 40. Each transverse 
column corresponds to a particular yardage zone on the 
game board, and in the embodiment illustrated, the trans 
verse columns of the cards correspond to l() yard zones 
on the board. The Width of the transverse columns lis 
made equal to the width of the 10‘ yard zones so that the 
lines which constitute the l0 yard markers on the board 
are aligned with the transverse column dividing lines 
on the cards when the cards and the board are placed 
side-by-side and aligned as indicated. 
The intersection of the longitudinal land transverse 

columns of each defensive card produces a plurality of 
blocks 42. ln accordance with the teachings of the in 
vention, each ̀ block contains statistical information which 
correlates the defensive formation represented ‘by the 
card, the 4associated offensive play ‘designated at one end 
of the card, yardage position on the playing field, and 
the element of chance. FIGURE 2 illustrates blocks 
from two different defensive cards and for two ldifferent 
yardage Zones on the playing board. The blocks of each 
card are for the same offensive play, namely, a long pass. 
Card 44 is for an 8-3 defense, while card d6 'is for a long 
pass defense. Bloclcs ¿i8 and 50 »are associated with the 
40 to 50 yard zone, while blocks 52 4and S4 are associated 
with the l0 yard to goal line Zone «as indicated by the 
fragments of the game board liì illustrated. 
Each block contains a series of shaded index numerals, 

l through 20, each of which is associated with an un 
shaded symbol which designates the conclusion of the 
play. The numerals l through 20 correspond to numerals 
on a chance controlled device, .such as the devices 22 of 
the lgame board illustrated in FIGURE l. The index 
numerals are shaded in the drawing to distinguish them 
from the adjacent symbols. In practice, the distinction 
may be ensured by utilizing colors, circles, triangles, etc. 
ln the Iexample shown, the letter “I” designates lan «in 
complete pass, and the unshaded numbers designate yard 
age gained or lost (minus sign) in a play. The symbol 
“int” together with a number designates an intercepted 
pass at the indicated number of yards from the scrimmage 
line. 
The statistical information in the respective blocks 

preferably represents actual football experience. For 
-a chosen offensive play, such as the long pass illustrated, 
certain defensive formations will be more effective than 
others. This fact will be reflected in the statistical in 
formation, so that as the Idefense becomes weaker for a 
particular offensive play, the prob-ability of success on the 
part of the offensive player is increased. As the ball 
progresses down the field, the defense ‘becomes tighter 
yby virtue of the smaller area requiring defensive protec 
tion, and the probability of succeeding in particular offen 
sive plays becomes less. The statistics will vary in ac~ 
cordance with the factors of defensive formation chosen, 
offensive play chosen, yard line position of the ball, and 
the manner in which the play is executed. The last fac 
tor is the only one determined by «a chance controlled de 
vice, according to the present invention. 

rThe number of variations in defensive cards, offensive 
plays, and chance controlled index numbers is determined 
by the need for simplicity or complexity in the playing of 
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the game. Players unfamiliar with football may be pro 
vided with or may utilize a limited number of such varia 
tions, While those skilled in football strategy and tactics 
may employ ya gre-ater number of variations. A single 
deck of defensive cards may suffice, but a plurality =of 
decks may be utilized where it is desired to simulate the 
matching of different teams having characteristic attri 
butes. The statistical information on the different decks 
of cards will be varied accordingly. Since the weighting 
of yardage gained numbers depends partially on the yard 
line position of the ball, -any given defensive formation 
card defends only one goal, for example, the »goal to the 
right of the defensive player, where closest conformity 
to actual football statistics is desired. Consequently, un 
less two or more sets of cards ‘are used, players must 
always defend the goal to one side, in this case the right. 
While the “ten yard” width of the blocks on the defensive 
cards is believed to be desirable, other widths corre 
sponding to yardage zones on the board may be employed. 
FIGURE 3 illustrates another card employed in the 

game. Card 56 displays kick-off, extra point, kick~off 
return, and field goal information. This information does 
not fully occupy a card the same size Ias the defensive 
cards, and since it is desirable to use cards of the same 
size, there Iis room' for the rules of the game, which may 
be conveniently imprinted lat one end of the card. lt will 
become apparent that the afore-ment-i‘oned four cate 
gories of information need not be placed on a single card 
but may occupy sever-al cards, if desired. Moreover, if a 
mechanical kicking device (to be described below) is 
employed, the kick-off, extra point and field »goal in 
formation may be omitted. 
The kick-off information is in the form of »a table 58, 

which .includes the index numerals of the spinner devices 
22 and :associated numbers representing the length of 
kick. The extra point information is in the form' of »a 
table 6d. Here each of the index numerals of the spin 
ners is associated with a symbol indicating whether the 
extra point kick is good or bad. F or simplicity, the sym 
bols “l” for incomplete Iand “C” for complete have been 
employed. The extra point and the kick-olf tables are 
entirely chance controlled. Such is not the case for the 
kick-off return and field goal information, however. 
The kick-off return statistics, ‘occupying a portion of 

card 56 designated by numeral 62, ‘and the field goal 
statistics, occupying a portion of card 56 designated by 
numeral 64, are `arranged in blocks 66 similar to the 
blocks 48, 50, 52 and 54 of the defensive cards shown in 
FIGURE 2. Each block has a width the same as that 
of the ten yard zones on the game board, and each con 
tains the 20 index numerals of the spinner devices asso 
ciated with symbols indicating the yardage of kick-off 
return and the completion or incompletion of the field 
goal, respectively. 
The statistics for kick-off return are correlated with the 

length of kick so as to reflect different kick-off returns for 
kicks which are received in the various zones indicated. 
The transverse columns of the kick~off return card, in 
stead of ‘being delineated by particular yard line markers 
as in FIG. 3, may correspond to yard-age rang-es desig 
nated by the length of kick, ‘as described below with re 
spect to the punt return card. The statistics for field 
goals are correlated with the distance from the ngoal posts 
so as to reñect greater probability of completion as the 
distance is decreased. As will ‘appear more fully here 
inafter, card 56 is used by placing it ‘beside the game 
board in the position of a defensive card, so that the yard 
line markers `of the board are "aligned with the block di~ 
vider lines of the card. 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a punt return card 68. This card 

is preferably the sla-me size as the cards heretofore dis 
cussed and has a »series of transverse columns 70‘ inter 
sected 4by a .series of longitudinal columns 72 to form a 
plurality of blocks 74 corresponding -to blocks 42 of the 
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6 
defensive cards as shown in FIGURE 1. Each longitudi 
nal column corresponds to one of the defenses, such as 
the defenses indicated at the left end of card 68. Each 
transverse column corresponds to a range of the length 
of punt from the scrimmage line. Selection of the proper 
transverse column 70 may be accomplished through the 
use of the mechanical kicking device to 'be described, o-r 
through the use of a chance controlled device in combina 
tion with the table 76 at the end :of the card. The table 
is similar to the kick-off table 58 and contains symbols 
for the length of punt associated with the index numerals 
of the spinners. ' 

Each block 74 contains the spinner index number-s as 
sociated with punt run back yardages. The information 
may be in the same 'form as kick-off table 58. These 
statistics may be Weighted for the various blocks 74, so 
as to reflect the diñerent lengths of run back expected for 
different punt lengths and defensive formations. As in 
dicated on 'card y68, punts traveling less than 10 yards 
beyond the scrimmage line may be considered blocked; 
hence, no run-back. A player may call for a fair catch, 
at his option, in which case there ris no run-back. 
FIGURE 5 illustrates a mechanical kicking device 

which may be employed in the game. This device may 
include a small bock 78, to one end of which a strip 
of spring metal or plastic 'Sti may be attached at an an 
gle to the block as shown. A small flat football `82, 
formed of -felt or similar material, may be placed on 
the strip |801, and when the latter is drawn back toward 
block 78 manually and released suddenly, the ball 82 
is propelled through the air, thus simulating an actual 
kick. The length of the kick can be determined by 
the position of the ball `82 along the strip ‘80, on which 
ridges §84 may be formed to serve as guides, and by 
the amount of iiexing of the strip. The ydire'ction of the 
kick can be determined by orienting the block 78 with 
respect to the board. The kicking device may be utilized 
for kiek-offs, punts, field goals and extra points. 
FIGURE »6 illustrates an alternative form which each 

of the blocks 42 of the defensive cards may assume. As 
an example, this block 43 may represent an off tackle 
play in the 30 to 40 yard zone. The block is divided 
into six smaller blocks, so as to account for different 
lateral positions of the ball on the field and different sides 
of play execution. Where the blocks of the defensive 
lcards are so divided, it may be preferable to «decrease 
the number of `chance selected index numbers for the 
purpose of simplification, and accordingly, in FIGURE 6 
only ten such numbers have been employed. The num 
bers opposite each of the shaded index numerals indicate 
yardage lgained or lost as described previously. Sub 
bloo‘k `86 contains the necessary statistics for the situa 
tion in which the ball lies on the left side of 4the field 
and the play is to the leftofcenterg sub-block `88 for 
the left side of the field, right-of-center play; sub-block 
90 for the center field, left-of-center play; sub-block 92 
for the center of field, right-of-center play; sub-block l94 
for the right side of field, left-of-center play; and sub 
block 96 for the right side of field, right-of-center play. 
The side of play and the lateral position of the ball are 
determined as set forth in »the following description of 
the manner in which the game is played. 

In general, the usual rules governing actual football 
play are observed. Time may be kept through the use 
of a stop watch, or quarters may be measured by an ar 
bitrary number of plays, incomplete passes counting half 
a play to simulate the stopping of the clock. One player 
kicks off by using the kicking device of FIGURE 5, which 
may be placed on a 40 yard line, or by spinning a spin 
ner 22 to selelct a kick-off index number in table 518 of 
card 56. This determines the length of kick. The minia 
ture football playing piece 30 is then moved along the 
playing field to the yard line indicated. If the kicking 
device is employed, the playing piece may merely be 
substituted for the small kicking football 82, wherever 
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the latter lands. The receiving player then spins the 
spinner 22 to obtain an index number for kie -off re 
turn. Card 56 of FIGURE 3 is placed alongside the 
playing «field board and assumes the position of card 
36 illustrated in FIGURE 1 so that the blocks `65 are 
aligned with the corresponding l0 yard zones on the 
playing field. 'Ihe kick-off return is then determined 
by finding the symbol adjacent the selected index num 
ber in the block '66 corresponding to the l0 yard zone 
in which the miniature football 30 has been positioned 
previously. If the ball lies exactly on a l0 yard zone 
dividing line, the block ‘G6 closest to the receiver’s end 
of the field may be used. 
Assuming that the vkick-off is chosen through the use 

of the spinner 22, and that the spinner stops on or near 
est to index number 3, the length of kick as deter-mined 
from table 58 will be 42 yards. Thus, the playing piece 
30 will be located on the 18 yard line of the receiving 
player. The kick-off return will be chosen in accord 
ance with the index number selected by the receiving 
player within the l0 to 20 yard block of card 56. The 
scrimmage line will be ̀ determined accordingly. 
To illustrate the execution of a play from the line of 

scrimmage, it may be assumed that the ball is on the of 
fensive team’s 42 yard line, 3rd down, and 2 yards to 
gain to make a first down. The offensive player is lo 
cated at A and the »defensive player at B. The defensive 
player holds his set of defensive cards, illustrated by 
card 3‘6 in FIGURE l, in lfront of him in such a man 
ner that the offensive player cannot see the faces of the 
cards. 'I‘he defensive player then «selects out of the de 
Vfensive formations represented by »the various cards, the 
defense which he Wants to use against the next play 
and places this card on the top of his deck, still con 
cealing his cards. The offensive player «then lselects -from 
the list of offensive plays indicated on card ‘32 in FIG 
URE l the offensive play he desires to use. He indi 
cates his selection by placing marker 34 in the proper 
block 317 of the card 32. The defensive player then 
places his cards next to his «side of the playing field so 
that the top defensive formation card is aligned with 
the football field as illustrated in FIGURE l, each 
10 yard zone on the playing Ifield being exactly matched 
with a transverse column 40 on the top defensive card. 
The offensive player then spins the spinner and thereby 
selects an index number. The defensive player then lo 
cates the block 42, of his chosen defensive card which 
lies at the intersection of the longitudinal column 38 
corresponding to the offensive play chosen and the trans 
verse column -40 corresponding to the V‘l0 yard zone in 
which fthe ball is located (or the nearest block to the 
right of the `defensive player if the ball lies on a ten 
yard marker). He reads the symbol in that blodk op 
posite the index number just selected, and this gives the 
conclusion of «the play in terms of yards gained or lost, 
passes completed or incompleted, fumbles, penalties, pass 
interceptions, etc. For example, referring to FIGURE 
2, 'where the `8-3 defensive card 44 is selected, the ball 
lies on the 42 yard line as assumed above, the spinner 
stops on tindex number '8, and the offensive play chosen 
is a long pass, the play concludes in an interception l0 
yards from the line of scrimmage, that is, on the defensive 
team’s 48 yard line. 
Where defensive cards incorporating statistics for the 

lateral position of the ball and the side of play are em 
ployed, the offensive player will select the side of play 
by placing his marker 34 in one of the squares 33 or 
35 for the play chosen, and the position of the ball 
relative to the sidelines after each play may be deter 
mined by dividing the index numbers of the spinner into 
3 groups either numerically or by colors. The lateral 
position of the ball and the side of center chosen will then 
narrow down the selection of information on the de 
fensive cards to a particular sub-block, a illustrated in 
FIGURE 6. To ensure a central position of the ball to 
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facilitate a iield goal, where the physical kicking device 
is employed, the offensive player may state his desire 
to obtain a central position on the down previous to 
the ñeld goal attempt, and any yardage gained on that 
play may be divided by two, fractions so obtained 
rounded out to the smaller whole number, the ball then 
ending up in the center no matter which group of spin 
ner index numbers comes up on that spin. Alternatively, 
players may be given the option of moving the ball to the 
center when a iield goal attempt is desired. 

Punting may be accomplished on any down, as in 
actual football, the kicking device necessarily resting be 
tween 10 and 15 yards behind the line of scrimmage. 
Punting out of bounds may also be permitted. After 
the punted ball has landed, the punt return card 68 
is consulted. The length of the punt from scrimmage is 
computed, and the appropriate transverse column on :the 
punt return card is then selected. The horizontal column 
is ascertained on the basis of the defensive formation 
being used during that play, that is the top card on the 
defensive formation deck. rfhe punt receiver now spins 
the spinner to select an index number among the set 
included within the block '74 at the intersection of these 
columns. The yardage of punt return is found adjacent 
the proper index number. llf it is not desired to employ 
the physical kicking device in punting the offense player 
may spin the spinner and select a length of punt from 
table 7'6 for the particular index number chosen. 

If it is desired to attempt a field goal without the use 
of the kicking device, portion 64 of card 56 of FIGURE 
3 may be utilized. The card is placed beside the field 
and the proper block 66 is selected in accordance with 
the position of the ball on the field. The conclusion of 
the play is determined by the symbol within that block 
opposite the index number selected on the spinner device 
by the offensive player. 

Scoring is as in actual football, and points after touch 
down are accomplished either with the kicking device 
or table 60 in lFIGURE 3, which is utilized in conjunc 
tion with the spinner. 
The strategy of football can be almost exactly du 

plicated for both Odense and defense. Each player can 
have a set of defensive formation cards and appropriate 
offensive plays, or one set can simply be exchanged 
when the ball changes hands. With l0 offensive plays, 
1-0 defensive formations, 20 spinner numbers, and lO yard 
zone defensive card columns, for example, 20,000 index 
number permutations are represented on the cards, 
120,000 if lateral position of ball and the side of center 
of play are represented. This does not mean that this 
many different yardage gains or play conclusions are 
represented but indicates the range of values available to 
reflect accurately the combinations of the six variable fac 
tors involved in actual football. The defensive player may 
consider what types of plays the offense is most likely to 
use and the probability of their successful conclusion 
depending upon the type of defensive formation he him 
self has been using and the pattern of offensive play selec 
tion typical of his opponent. Suppose that the defensive 
player has been employing largely a 6-2-2-1 defense, a 
conservative defense fairly eñ’icient against all types of 
offensive plays but just fairly so. 'Ille degree of efiiciency 
is reflected in the statistical weighting of the yardage 
gained numbers of the 6-2-2-1 card with regard to the 
type of offensive plays and the yard line position of the 
ball. IFor example, around mid-field for long passes the 
6-2-2-1 yardage statistics will reflect a fair number of 
pass completions, a fair number of interceptions and 
incompletions, few very long gains. Near the defense 
goal line, the 6-2-2-1 defense against passes improves, 
as reiiected in fewer completions and more interceptions. 
A long pass defense formation will display high inter 
ception ratios and few long completions throughout the 
length of the iield, but will show relative weakness to 
line plays, for example. 
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Suppose that in the situation assumed previously, with 
the ball on the 42¢ yard line, the defensive player decides 
on an 8-3 defense, to stop an expected line play. Such 
a defense in the portion of the field at which the ball lies 
`will be relatively elin‘cient against running plays but Weak 
er on short passes and Weakest on long passes. If the 
offensive player chooses an off tackle smash, the prob 
ability of stopping him short of the 2 yards needed for 
a first down is fairly high, as reflected in the weighting 
of the yardage gained numbers in the appropriate block 
on the 8-3 defensive formation card. If on the other 
hand, the offensive quarterback gambles on surprise with 
a long pass, the probability of completing such a pass 
against the 8-3 defense is relatively high in this portion 
of the field, though not nearly so high near the defense 
goal line. 

In a simplified version of the game, cards of the forms 
illustrated in FIGURE 7 or FIGURE 8 may be employed. 
In these embodiments the indicia are divided into fewer 
yardage groups than in that previously described. While 
the use of fewer groups decreases the conformity of the 
play concluding symbols to actual football statistics for 
particular yard line positions, the decrease in accuracy 
is offset by increased simplicity in the playing of the 
game. Moreover, it has been found that variation of 
statistics `within the yardage ranges indicated in FIG. 7 
is less than what might be expected` `In addition, it has 
been found that the statistics for corresponding zones 
at opposite ends of the field to not vary greatly, and ac 
cordingly, the cards may be employed to defend either 
goal. 

In FIG. 7, a :deck of 'cards 98 -is shown, each card cor 
responding to a particular defense and having longitudinal 
columns for the lvarious offensive plays, as before. 'Ilhere 
are only four transverse columns 100, however, each 
transverse column corresponding to a yandage zone on 
the board. It shouldl be noted, that the range of yardage 
is not the same for all of the columns, and in fact the 
yardage ranges are chosen so as to minimize deviation 
from actual football statistics within the zones. While 
the delineations between the transverse columns may be 
alignable with corresponding yard line markers, as in 
FiG. l, where only a few transverse columns are utilized, 
fthe cards may be made substantially smaller than the 
board, and yet the proper column may be easily selected 
at any instant of play. This is particularly tr-ue if colored 
markers are printed in association with the corresponding 
zones on the board and cards. 
The embodiment of FIG. 8 4differs [from that of FIG. 7 

in that a separate deck 102, 104 is employed `for each 
zone. Two of the four decks (where four zones. are 
utilized) are illustrated, and each has a transverse column 
lit-6 corresponding to a particular column 100 of cards 98. 
With the embodiments of FIGURE 7 and 8 the game 

is played as previously described, except that the cards 
need not be aligned with the board. The kick-0E return, 
field goal, and punt return cards may also be simplified 
by decreasing the number of transverse columns, but 
with these cards as well as the defensive cards it is neces 
sary to maintain a sufficient number of properly deline 
ated transverse columns if actual football play is to be 
simulated. It has also been found that in some instances 
certain longitudinal columns corresponding to certain de 
-fensive formations may be combined on the -punt return 
card without seriously impairing the accuracy of the re 
sults. 

lIn place of the defensive cards described and illustrated 
»offensive cards could be employed. Each card would 
represent a particular olîensive play and would have sets 
of statistics `for each defensive formation. The correla 
tion of yOffensive plays, defensive formations and yardage 
zones would still be present. It is to -be noted that the 
cards of the present invention do not themselves consti 
tute chance controlled devices and are not dealt and 
played as in prior art games. The cards constitute sele'ct 
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able translation devices, i.e., they are strategically select 
able by the `defensive (or offensive) player and translate 
the reading of a separate chance controlled device into 
play concluding symbols, taking into account the a'bove 
factors. By virtue of such cards, the game of the present 
invention provides for the application of actual foot 
ball strategy and yet is simple enough for enjoyable 
play even by novices. 
The use of the apparatus of the invention for training 

as well as entertainment Will be apparent from the fore 
going. yWhile preferred embodiments of the invention 
have been shown and described, it will be apparent to 
those skilled >in the ant that such embodiments may be 
modified without departing from the ̀ spirit and principles 
of the invention. Accordingly, these embodiments are 
intended to -be exemplary, not restrictive, and those mod 
ifications which fall Within the range of equivalency of 
the appended claims are intended to. be included within 
their scope. 

‘What I claim as my invention is: 
l. Football game apparatus comprising a game board 

having a model football field thereon divided transverse 
ly into pre-determined yardage zones; a set 'of defensive 
cards, each card corresponding to a defensive football for 
mation and having a first set of columns having applied 
thereto indicia descriptive of various offensive football 
plays and a second set of columns having thereon yardage 
indicia `corresponding to the similar yardage indicia on 
said game board, said sets of columns intersecting to form 
blocks, each of said blocks having an indicia table there 
in with a plurality `of index numbers and associated play 
concluding symbols; and a chance controlled index num 
ber selecting device. 

2. Football game apparatus comprising a game board 
having a model football field thereon divided transversely 
into pre-determined yardage zones; a set of defensive 
cards, each corresponding to a defensive formation, each 
card having a set of longitudinal columns having applied 
thereto indicia descriptive of various offensive :football 
plays, respectively, and a set of transverse columns having 
thereon yardage indicia corresponding to the similar yard 
age indicia on said field, said sets of columns intersecting 
to form blocks, each block containing statistical infor 
mation -weighted in accordance with relative efiiciency of 
the defensive formation represented by that card against 
the associated offensive play for the associated yardage 
zone, said statistical information being tabulated with 
associated index characters; and a chance controlled de 
vice for selecting said index characters. 

3. The apparatus of claim l, ‘further comprising a 
playing piece movable along said game board into said 
yardage zones, and means for displaying an offensive 
play chosen from a plurality of selectable plays. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a kick 
off return card having a plurality of blocks each contain 
ing kick-ott return yardage numerals tabulated against 
said index characters, said 'blocks having yardage indicia 
`corresponding to the similar yardage indicia on said game 
board. 

5. The apparatus of claim l, further comprising a field 
goal card having a plurality of blocks each containing 
symbols indicating completion and incompletion of ñeld 
goals tabuiated against said index characters, said blocks 
having yardage indicia corresponding to the similar 
yardage indicia on said game board. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a pair 
‘of tables having kick-off yardage numbers and extra point 
determining symbols tabulated, respectively, against said 
index characters. 

7. The apparatus ‘of claim l further comprising a punt 
return card having a first set of columns having applied 
thereto indicia descriptive of said defensive formations, 
respectively, and a second set of columns having thereon 
yardage indicia corresponding to the similar yardage in 
dicia on said game board, respectively, said sets of col 
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umns intersecting to form blocks, each block containing 
said index characters tabulated against punt return yard 
age, and means for determining the length of punt. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising means 
for propelling ‘a simulated football along said field. 

9. The apparatus Ãof claim 1, each of said blocks being 
subdivided, the subdivided blocks -having indicia designat 
ing plays to the left and right of »center and left, right, and 
reenter lateral positions fof lche ball. 

10. Football game apparatus comprising a miniature 
football iie'ld; said- field ìbeing divided into a plurality of 
predetermined yardage Zones, a set of cards for each of 
said zones, each set having yardage indicia corresponding 
to the similar yardage indicia on said field, each set diS 
playing chance selected index characters in association 
with play concluding symbols for diiïerent oifensive plays 
and defensive formation; a 4chance controlled device for 
selecting said index characters; and a playing piece mov~ 
able along said iield into said zones. 

11. Football ‘game apparatus comprising a miniature 
football tield divided transversely into predetermined 
yardage Zones; 'a «set of cards, each card having a plurality 
of columns having thereon yardage indicia corresponding 
to «the similar yardage indicia on said field, each column 
being divided into a plurality of blocks, each of Isaid blocks 
having a table of index symbols and associated play con~ 
cluding symbols, each of said cards having identifying in 
dicia designating the card as a play tactic of one team, and 
each of said blocks having identifying indicia designating 
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the block as a play tactic of an opposing team; and a 
chance controlled device having index symbols corre 
spending to the index symbols of said tables. 

12. Football game `apparatus ‘comprising a miniature 
football iield divided transversely into predetermined yard 
age zones; ia set of cards for each of `said zones, each set 
having thereon yardage indicia corresponding to the sim 
ilar yardage indicia on said ñeld, each card being divided 
into a plurality of blocks, each block having a «table 0f 
.index symbols 'and associated play concluding symbols, 
each oi said cards having identifying indicia designating 
the card as ya play tactic of one team and each of said 
blocks having identifying indicia designating the block las 
a play tactic of an opposing team; and a ‘chance controlled 
device having index symbols corresponding to «the index 
symbols and said tables. 
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